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SiteManager Plug-In tool shall be used for capturing and reporting all maintenance work performed on VDOT owned or maintained bridges and culverts.
All work performed on bridges and culverts by State Forces shall be reported in the Maintenance Division's Work Accomplishment Module in AMS. The module will support the adequate management of VDOT's structures by capturing all work activities as well as resource usage in terms of labor, equipment and materials. The five-digit bridge maintenance activity codes (Cardinal Tasks) and associated quantities shall be used when coding work in the Work Accomplishments Module. A list of bridge maintenance activity codes can be found in the Appendix at the end of this document.
The Work Accomplishment Module in AMS is located at the following link:
http://amsworkaccp/Pages/Search/Search.aspx A large portion of work performed on bridges is accomplished by contract. In order to capture this work it is necessary to capture the extent and costs associated with contracted work managed by the Construction Division. The SiteManager Plug-In tool will capture the contract bridge work data we need to help manage our structures. Since the SiteManager Plug-in is in use by the Construction Division for all contracted work it only requires adding the five-digit bridge maintenance activity codes (Cardinal Tasks) for use in capturing bridge work performed. Instructions for how to use the Site Manager Plug in can be found in the following link:
http://insidevdot/sites/Structure_andBridgeDivisionTeamSite/Bridge_Management/Shared%2 0Documents/Bridge%20Maintenance%20Work%20Reporting/21-Appendix%20F-Maintenance%20Charges%20Plug-in.pdf
The District Structure and Bridge Section will provide the Construction Inspectors with information on the bridge maintenance activity codes and the Federal Bridge Identification numbers that are to be used on the contracts in addition to the normal information supplied for the contract at the time of the preconstruction meeting. The Construction Inspectors will then be responsible for reporting expenses against the Structure Identification Numbers for the work performed using the SiteManager Plug-In tool. 
